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Bismark the Sugar Glider 
Face Painting Instructions     
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Materials Needed Step 1

Step 2 Step 3

Step 4 Step 5

BRUSHES: Round, 
Wide, Small flat, Liner 

MAKEUP: White, Dark Pink, Grey, Black

Use round brush with white— 
make two big circles around eyes

        Use wide brush with white— 
         sweep over chin, cheeks, nose and 

continue onto forehead making open triangles

        Use small flat brush with light pink 
        (we mixed dark pink and white)— 
fill in ears and tip of nose

        Use liner brush and black—
        outline chin, cheeks, and ears

Use round brush with dark pink
— layer over white circles around 
eyes



Dawn the Fox
Face Painting Instructions 
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Materials Needed Step 1

Step 2 Step 3

Step 4 Step 5

BRUSHES: Wide, 
Small Flat, Liner 

MAKEUP: Orange, White, Pink, Black

        Use wide brush with orange—paint 
         bridge of nose upwards to middle of forehead, 
then make triangles over eyes using eyebrows as the base

          Use small flat brush with white— 
          add inside edges of triangles (ears)

Use small flat brush and 
light pink (we mixed dark pink 

         Use liner brush with black—line top lid  
         working from inside eye and swooping 
liner out and up to give a dramatic “wing-tip” effect

         Use liner brush with black— 
          fill in tip of the nose (optional, mix 
colors and outline all)

& white)— fill in the rest of the ears

Step 6         Use wide brush with white—
         sweep upward in a heart shape on both 
cheeks under eyes and to chin

Step 7        Use liner brush 
        with orange—outline the 
white on cheeks and chin 



Tobin the Pangolin
Face Painting Instructions

Materials Needed Step 1

Step 2 Step 3

Step 4 Step 5

BRUSHES: Wide, 
Small flat, Liner

MAKEUP: White, Grey, Black

        Use wide brush with white—  
         paint lines from lip up the cheekbones 
to the side of the eyebrowss

        Use wide brush with grey— 
         cover the face inside the white lines in a 

rounded shape (Tobin’s round face)

Use flat small brush with black— 

        Use liner brush with black— 
        outline round face and below nose

        Use wide brush with grey— 
        sweep across chin

        make small half ovals on side of face 
level with eyes (Tobin’s ears) and fill in nose

Step 6 Step 7        Use flat small brush with black—
        add scales to forehead

        Use liner brush with black— 
        outline scales and chin
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